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ABSTRACT

Convolution represent basic layer in the convolutional neural network, but it can result in big size of the data, which may increase the complexity of the network. Different pooling methods are used to perform down sample these data. In this paper, we have proposed a novel pooling method by using Gaussian function to determine the wavelet filter coefficients. At first, the basic statistics are determined for each pool size of the signal, then Gaussian probability distribution function is determined. According to the procedure of extracting the features, three methods are proposed, the first method is used the normalized values of basic statistics as wavelet filter to be multiplied by original signal, the second method used the determined statistics as features of the original signal, then multiplied it with constant wavelet filter based on Gaussian, while the third method is similar to first method, except it depend on entire signal instead of each pool size. The proposed methods are combined with other standard methods such as max and pooling. The experiments are performed on different datasets, and the results show that the proposed methods perform or outperform other methods and can increase performance of the CNN.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are used in various applications in recent years, such as recognition, regression and classification. Convolution represent basic layer in the convolutional neural network, but it can result in big size of the data, and this data is increased with increasing of the number of filters, channels and data used for training, which may increase the complexity of the network and reduce the accuracy of the classification. Different studies and researches have been made to improve this network. Pooling layer is key component of the CNN, it can be used for down sampling the features, which are result from convolution layer to increase the efficiency and reduce the complexity of the computation [1, 2]. Different types of pooling methods are used, the most famous is max-pooling, which is the most important method also average pooling method is used in some CNNs, the type of pooling is depended on the dataset type (significant of the value in each element) and the application that is used in it, other pooling methods are proposed to improve the performance of those methods by using some prior models related to pooling based on other functions, which are used to down sample the data [3-5].

Some image processing techniques are used, such as image down sample method [6] detail preserving [7] and other method was based on mixing pooling with gated-pooling [8], while the recent methods are the pooling derived based on entropy principle [9, 10]. Along with those deterministic methods, stochastic method were proposed [10], this method was used to improve the local pooling method by adding randomness to those methods, also stochastic method can be used with mixing of max and average method [11], other methods were
based on multi levels wavelet transform [12]. Unfortunately most of the previous methods have shortcoming. The most famous max pooling layer, which is selected the maximum element only, can delete details from signal especially when there is high contrast between the elements of the signal [9], while average pooling method can discard the effect of the details by averaging the data to lower than significant details [10], this may lead to omission important information from the data and reduce the accuracy of the model. In this paper, we have proposed a new pooling method based on the Gaussian probability density distribution function (pdf), which is avoided the problem of discarding significant information by determine the basic statistics to be used as parameters to select the best features of the signal [13-15]. The main contribution of this method is to use the Gaussian distribution to determine the coefficients of wavelet transform according to some statistics such as mean and standard deviation for each pool size. Thus we can obtain different coefficients for each window depending on its characteristics and significant, and this enabled us to extract the best feature of the signal. According to the procedure of extracting the wavelet coefficients filter, three method are proposed, the first method (GWT1) is used the normalized values of basic statistics as weight to be multiplied by original signal, the second method (GWT2) used the determined statistics as features of the original signal and multiply it with constant weights based on Gaussian function, while the third method (GWT3) is worked in a similar way to (GWT1) except that, it depended on entire signal instead of every pool size for calculation the basic statistics.

2. METHODOLOGY

In this paper, we have proposed a new pooling layer based on Gaussian function, which is used as a method to determine the coefficients of wavelet filters. The input signal is divided into window (according to the pool size). The basic statistics are computed, which are (mean of the signal and standard deviation) by equation (1 and 2) respectively, then Gaussian probability density function (pdf) is determine for each pool size. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed pooling layer [16-18].

For each pool size, the basic statistics are calculated, which are mean and standard deviation, then five values are determined according to the calculated statistics, which are \( \mu_x - 2\sigma_x \), \( \mu_x - \sigma_x \), \( \mu_x \), \( \mu_x + \sigma_x \), and \( \mu_x + 2\sigma_x \), then these values are used as input to the Gaussian function, which is used to compute the Gaussian amplitudes, these amplitudes are used as weights, which are multiplied by the original signal as in (3) to determine the pooled signal [19-21].

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_x &= \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{(p \in R)} X_p \\
\sigma^2_x &= \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{(p \in R)} (X_p - \mu_x)^2 \\
Y &= \sum_{i=-2}^{2}(\mu_x + i \times \sigma_x) \ast h(i)
\end{align*}
\]

and the stride value represented down sample factor.

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed pooling layer
2.1. Gaussian probability distribution function.

The probability density function (PDF) represent normal distribution of variable $x$ with mean ($\mu$) and standard deviation ($\sigma$), which is described by the following (4, 5) [22, 23]:

$$f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi \sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}$$

(4)

The Gaussian distribution of $x$ is represented by:

$$X \sim N (\mu, \sigma)$$

(5)

It is clear that, there are two parameters characterized the Gaussian (pdf), which are ($\mu$, $\sigma$) that represent the first and second order moment respectively and can be defined by: [23, 24]:

$$\mu=E[X]=\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x f(x)dx$$

(6)

$$\sigma=E[(x-\mu)^2]=\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} (x-\mu)^2 f(x)dx$$

(7)

Mean represent the centroid of the pdf and the coordinate of the mean value, while ($\sigma$) is the dispersion of the variable around mean value. Depending on the value of $\sigma$ the value of Gaussian function is determined, so there are different weight will be used according to the significant of the $x$ value as shown in Figure 2, which is describe three Gaussians (PDF) for $\mu=3$ and $\sigma=1.0, 0.75$ and 0.7.

![Figure 2. Gaussian PDF for three sigma values ($\sigma = 1.0, 0.75 \text{ and } 0.5$)](image)

As shown in Figure (2), the mean value ($\mu$) have the highest value, while the other elements ($\mu - \sigma, \mu - 2\sigma, \mu + \sigma, \mu + 2\sigma$) have smallest value, so its weight will be small depending on the value of Gaussian function, so the features will be selected in more suitable manner by giving the mean value the highest weight and the weight is decreased as moving from the mean according to the significance of the statistics, as shown in Figure 2, ($\mu + \sigma$) and ($\mu - \sigma$) have weight smaller than $\mu$, also ($\mu + 2\sigma$) and ($\mu - 2\sigma$) have lowest values, this can increase the obtained information from using the mean only. The other contributions of this method (GWT) is proposed feature selection method based on statistics of each pool as described in the different Gaussian function in Figure 2, which is described the differences between there different Gaussian function values according to $\mu$ and $\sigma$ [24-26].
2.2. Proposed algorithms (GWT)

Three different algorithms are proposed according to the procedure of extracting the wavelet coefficients, which are used to reduce the features of the signal to ensure that, the basic information is extracted with little elimination. Also the proposed methods are combined with other standard methods such as max and average pooling.

2.2.1. GWT 1 algorithm

This algorithm is based on computation of the wavelet coefficients, by first determine the basic statistics (mean and standard deviation) for each pool size (window), then five values are derived based on these statistics, then the Gaussian magnitudes for those points will be determined by Gaussian function by applying (4) to be used as weights. The original signal (pool window) are multiplied by the weights to determine the pooled signal. Figure 3 show the flowchart of the proposed GWT1 algorithm.

2.2.2. GWT 2 algorithm

In this algorithm, the weights are determined based on constant Gaussian function with \( \mu_x = 0 \) and \( \sigma_x = 1 \), then five weights are determined by using Gaussian function by (4), while the signal is represented by the basic features, which are \( \mu_x - 2\sigma_x, \mu_x - \sigma_x, \mu_x, \mu_x + \sigma_x \) and \( \mu_x + 2\sigma_x \) according to the statistics for each pool size (window), then the pooling features are determined by multiplication of significant features with the weights as shown in Figure 4.

2.2.3. GWT 3 algorithm

This algorithm is similar to algorithm 1 (GWT1) except that, the statistics are computed for entire signal instead of each pool size. The feature is computed by multiplying the original signal with weights of the basic statistics of entire signal as described in Figure 5, which shows the flowchart of this algorithm.

---

**Algorithm I (GWT1)**

Input=\( X \in \mathbb{R} \) input from lower layer:  
Output=Y pooling feature for upper layer

1. Initialization: \( Z \) :size of signal, \( P \) : pool size; \( S \) : stride
2. for \( i \leftarrow 1 \) to \( Z \) step \( S \) do
3. signal determination \( X_p \) : signal window
4. for \( j \leftarrow 1 \) to \( P \) do
5. Determine \( \mu_x \) and \( \sigma_x \)  
   Where \( \mu_x = \frac{1}{|W|} \sum_{i=1}^{16} X_p \), \( \sigma_x = \frac{1}{|W|} \sum_{i=1}^{16} (X_p - \mu_x)^2 \).
6. Determine the value \( \mu_x - 2\sigma_x, \mu_x - \sigma_x, \mu_x, \mu_x + \sigma_x \) and \( \mu_x + 2\sigma_x \)  
7. Determine the value of \( f(x) \) for the above values of \( x \) by using:  
   \[
   f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2}} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
   \]
   To be \( h_1, h_2, h_3, h_4 \), and \( h_5 \) respectively.
8. Determine the pooling signal by:  
   \[ Y = \sum_{i=1}^{16} (X_p \ast h(i)); \]
9. \( i=i+1 \);
10. End loop
11. \( i=i+P \);
12. End loop
13. for \( i \leftarrow 1 \) to \( Z \) step \( S \) do
14. for \( j \leftarrow 1 \) to \( P \) do
15. Chose max., average, approximation
16. Determine pooling as combination of any two or three above methods  
   \[ Y = \text{max} + \text{pool}/2; \]
17. End loop
18. End loop
19. Return \( Y \)  
End algorithm
End B.W

---

Figure 3. Flowchart of the proposed GWT1) algorithm
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Algorithm II (GWT2)

Input=\textit{X}, \textit{p} \in R \textit{input from lower layer};
Output=\textit{Y} pooling feature for upper layer

\textbf{Initialization} \textit{Z}: size of signal, \textit{P} pool size; \textit{S}: stride

Read the input signal

\textbf{While} (Pool\_size in signal)

\begin{enumerate}
\item Get window pool\_size; \textit{Xp} - signal window
\item Determine mean and standard deviation of the window by:
\begin{equation*}
\mu_x = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{p \in R} X_p, \sigma_x^2 = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{p \in \text{window}} (X_p - \mu_x)^2.
\end{equation*}
\item Give \textit{x} initial value \textit{x}=[-2:1:2]
\item Determine constant weight based on Gaussian function to be: \textit{w1, w2, w3, w4, w5}
\item Determine the value of
\begin{align*}
&\mu_x - 2\sigma_x, \mu_x - 1\sigma_x, \mu_x + \sigma_x, \text{and } \mu_x + 2\sigma_x
\end{align*}
\item Determine the value of \( f(x) \) for the above values of \textit{x} by using:
\begin{equation*}
f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_x^2}} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu_x)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\end{equation*}
To be \textit{h1, h2, h3, h4, and h5} respectively.
\item Determine the pooling signal by:
\begin{equation*}
Y = \sum_{i} X_p \cdot h(i);
\end{equation*}
\item \textit{j} = \textit{j} + 1;
\item \textbf{End loop}
\item \textbf{End of algorithm}
\end{enumerate}

Figure 4. Flowchart of the proposed GWT2 algorithm

Algorithm III (GWT3)

Input=\textit{X}, \textit{p} \in R \textit{input from lower layer};
Output=\textit{Y} pooling feature for upper layer

\textbf{Initialization} \textit{Z}: size of signal, \textit{P} pool size; \textit{S}: stride

1. \textbf{for} \textit{i} - 1 to \textit{Z} step \textit{S} \textbf{do}
2. Determine \( \mu_x \) and \( \sigma_x \)
3. \textbf{for} \textit{j} - 1 to \textit{P} \textbf{do}
4. Determine signal window \textit{Xp} - signal window
5. \textbf{i.} Determine
\begin{equation*}
\mu_x = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{p \in R} X_p, \sigma_x^2 = \frac{1}{|R|} \sum_{p \in \text{window}} (X_p - \mu_x)^2.
\end{equation*}
\textbf{ii.} Determine the value of:
\begin{align*}
&\mu_x - 2\sigma_x, \mu_x - 1\sigma_x, \mu_x + \sigma_x, \text{and } \mu_x + 2\sigma_x
\end{align*}
\textbf{iii.} Determine the value of \( f(x) \) for the above values of \textit{x} by using:
\begin{equation*}
f(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_x^2}} e^{-\frac{(x-\mu_x)^2}{2\sigma^2}}
\end{equation*}
To be \textit{h1, h2, h3, h4, and h5} respectively.
\textbf{iv.} Determine the pooling signal by:
\begin{equation*}
Y = \sum_{i} X_p \cdot h(i);
\end{equation*}
\textbf{v.} \textit{j} = \textit{j} + 1;
\textbf{End loop}
\textbf{End algorithm}

Figure 5. Flowchart of the proposed GWT3 algorithm

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed methods are trained and tested with different CNN networks and we used three types of datasets to train the models, these datasets are ECG dataset (which is one dimension signal), while for two dimensions signal, MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets were used we apply all the proposed methods to different convolutional neural network (CNN). The experiments are performed on Mat lab (2019a) by Intel \textsuperscript{TM} core \textsuperscript{TM} i7-4500CPU@2.40GHz processor, with 8GB of RAM, 64bit windows seven operating system. The results are described as following:
3.1. Results of one dimension signal (MIT-BIH ECG dataset)

This database is used for analysis and detection of heart arrhythmia. MIT-BIH database is one dimensional dataset, and their size is (109446). The dataset is splitted into train set (87554) and test set (21892) signal. Each signal contains (188) sample. In our experiments, the model is trained with batch size=128, 10 epochs and 684 iteration. The results of first method (GWT1) are compared with max and average pooling methods as shown in Table 1. The best accuracy (92.57) was achieved by using (GWT1) method, which is outperformed average method and almost equal to max pooling method. It was further observed that combining GWT1 method with average method give worst results because average method eliminates the details of the signal, especially for ECG signal, which is characterized by being oscillating signal. Table 2 shows results of the second method (GWT2), it gives the best results (Accuracy=93.97%), which is outperformed max and average pooling methods, the reason for this improvement in accuracy is the algorithms depend on features as mentioned previously, because ECG is oscillatory signal, so best features are selected based on statistics for each pool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT1</th>
<th>GWT1+Max</th>
<th>GWT1+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>92.55</td>
<td>91.59</td>
<td>92.57</td>
<td>92.21</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Results of GWT2 with other methods for MIT_BIH dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT2</th>
<th>GWT2+Max</th>
<th>GWT2+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>92.55</td>
<td>91.59</td>
<td>93.97</td>
<td>93.25</td>
<td>93.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 explains the results of the third proposed method (GWT3), which is achieved the lowest results, the reason is to use entire signal to compute the weights, which is used to select feature of the signal, this produce constant weights, thus the method losses adaptive property. The progress of accuracy for (GWT2) method is shown in Figure 6, while the progress of loss is shown in Figure 7, as shown in figure, the loss rate is reached to less than 0.25 at the final result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT3</th>
<th>GWT3+Max</th>
<th>GWT3+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>92.55</td>
<td>91.59</td>
<td>92.30</td>
<td>92.37</td>
<td>92.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Results of MNIST dataset

It is one of the most common type of database, which is used to train two-dimensional model, this dataset contains (28*28) gray scale image, and its total size is 60000 image, the Training part (50000) image, while test part 10000 image. The CNN was trained with initial learning rate 0.01, 10 epochs and 58 iteration per epoch. The performance of the first method is shown in Table 4, the best accuracy was achieved by (GWT1) method, which is achieved (99.84%). Because MNIST database is grayscale image, and almost black background images, so maximum element represents important information, this is what happened by max pooling method, but our proposed method gives better accuracy (99.84%), this is due to a reduction in eliminated details of
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Table 4. Results of (GWT1) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT1</th>
<th>GWT1+Max</th>
<th>GWT1+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Performance metrics for (GWT1) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GWT1</th>
<th>GWT1+Max</th>
<th>GWT1+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>99.72</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (SN%)</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.72</td>
<td>99.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Error Rate FER (%)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>99.52</td>
<td>99.68</td>
<td>99.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR (%)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of second method (GWT2) is shown in Table 6. (GWT1+Max) is achieved best results (acc=99.96%) because this method is depended on feature of the signal, so the combination of it with Max pooling can reduce the dropping of details information to minimum extent possible and achieved high accuracy and improvement in all performance metrics as shown in Table 7, since it is achieved high accuracy (99.96) with high sensitivity (99.96%) and lowest FPR (0.04%). Figure 8 shows the accuracy progress for (GWT2) method, it is clear that, the model is needed just 3 epochs to reach to more than (95% accuracy ) and to minimize the loss rate to less than 0.25 as shown in Figure 9, which shows the loss curve for the same method. The confusion matrix details of this method is described in Table 8, as we note, there is only one value is not correct, while all the other diagonal element of the matrix are 250, which means there are high match between the target and actual classes, also the specificity and sensitivity are 100% for all classes except for one mistake. The results of third method (GWT3) are presented in Table 9, the best accuracy is achieved by (GWT3+average) method, because this method is depended on the entire signal statistics, average method can provide the basic features and give better results after combined it with proposed GWT3 as shown in the detail description results in Table 10.

Table 6. Results of (GWT2) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT1</th>
<th>GWT1+Max</th>
<th>GWT1+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Performance metrics for (GWT2) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GWT2</th>
<th>GWT2+Max</th>
<th>GWT2+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>99.52</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (SN%)</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>99.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Error Rate FER (%)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>99.52</td>
<td>99.84</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR (%)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Accuracy progress for (GWT2) method for MNIST dataset
Figure 9. Loss progress for (GWT2) method for MNIST dataset

Table 8. Confusion matrix of (GWT2) method for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Class</th>
<th>Class 0</th>
<th>Class 1</th>
<th>Class 2</th>
<th>Class 3</th>
<th>Class 4</th>
<th>Class 5</th>
<th>Class 6</th>
<th>Class 7</th>
<th>Class 8</th>
<th>Class 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Class 0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 results of (GWT3) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT3</th>
<th>GWT3+Max</th>
<th>GWT3+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>98.80</td>
<td>98.72</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Performance metrics for (GWT3) for MNIST dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>GWT3</th>
<th>GWT3+Max</th>
<th>GWT3+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity (SN%)</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.64</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Error Rate FER (%)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity (%)</td>
<td>99.60</td>
<td>99.96</td>
<td>99.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERR (%)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Results of CIFAR 10 dataset

The third type of database used in this paper is CIFAR10 database, the size of this database is (60000*28*28*3), where 3 represents RGB image, while (28*28) represents the size of image. There are 60000 image, 50000 of them are used for training the model, while the rest are used for testing the model accuracy. The model is trained with initial learning rate (0.01), 10 epoch, 390 iteration per epoch and minimum batch used is 128.
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The result of the proposed methods GWT1, GWT2 and GWT3 are presented in Tables 11, 12 and 13 respectively. As we note, the proposed methods are achieved the best results, which are (72.68%), (73.12%) at GWT1 and GWT2 respectively, while GWT3 gives accuracy less than Max and average method. The best result is achieved with GWT2 method because this database have RGB image with different characteristics, which means that there are some image have spatial redundant in neighboring pixels, GWT2 method can extract the most significant features from the signal according to the basic statistics, which represents most important features and gives best results as shown in the detail description of this method in Table 14, which describes confusion matrix between satisfied result and actual result.

### Table 11. Results of (GWT1) method for CIFAR10 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT1</th>
<th>GWT1+Max</th>
<th>GWT1+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>72.59</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td><strong>72.68</strong></td>
<td>72.18</td>
<td>72.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 12. Results of (GWT2) method for CIFAR10 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT2</th>
<th>GWT2+Max</th>
<th>GWT2+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>72.59</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td><strong>73.12</strong></td>
<td>72.62</td>
<td>72.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 13. Results of (GWT3) method for CIFAR10 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>average</th>
<th>GWT3</th>
<th>GWT3+Max</th>
<th>GWT3+Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy (%)</td>
<td>72.59</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>72.35</td>
<td>72.29</td>
<td>71.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 14. Confusion matrix of (GWT2) method for CIFAR10 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target Class</th>
<th>airplane</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>truck</th>
<th>ship</th>
<th>hours</th>
<th>frog</th>
<th>dog</th>
<th>deer</th>
<th>cat</th>
<th>bird</th>
<th>automobile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output Class</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>airplane</td>
<td>798</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automobile</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>803</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>87.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>592</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
<td>561</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deer</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>726</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frog</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hours</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ship</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>84.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>truck</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>75.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>specificity</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>82.6</td>
<td>85.3</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. CONCLUSION

Convolution is the basic layer of the convolutional neural network (CNNs), but it can result in huge data in their output, which may increase the complexity of the network and reduce the accuracy of the network, so different studies and researches are performed to down sample and reduce the size of these data to increase the (CNN) efficiency and robustness, in this paper, a new pooling methods were proposed based on Gaussian probability distribution function (PDF), this function is used to determine the basic features of the signal, then different statistics with different weights were extracted and used as a coefficient for wavelet transform filter in different proposed methods. According to the procedure of extracting wavelet coefficients filter. Three methods are proposed, the first method (GWT1) is used the normalized values of basic statistics as weight to be multiplied by original signal, the second method (GWT2) used the determined statistics as features of the original signal.
and multiply it with constant weights based on Gaussian function, while the third method (GWT3) is work in similar way to (GWT1) except that, it depended on entire signal instead of every pool size for calculation the basic statistics. Other methods are proposed by combined the previous methods with other standard methods such as max and average pooling, by first apply GWT method without down sampling (stride=1), then applying max or average or mixing of them. The experiments are performed on different data sets, which are two dimensions (MNIST and CIFAR10) and one dimension signal (ECG signal MIT-BIH dataset), the results are evaluated in terms of accuracy, FPR, and EER. For ECG signal MIT-BIH dataset, the proposed method achieved (Acc=93.97%), which is outperformed standard methods (Max (92.55%) and average (91.59%)), while for MNIST database, the proposed method is achieved (Acc=99.96%) greater than Max (98.8%) and average (98.72%), also for CIFAR10 database, the proposed method is achieved (73.12%) more than max (72.59%) and average (72.4%). Also the combinations of the proposed method with max and average method are achieved good improvement (for ECG database GWT2+Max satisfied 93.51%, MNIST database GWT2+Max satisfied 99.80% and for CIFAR10 GWT2+average achieved 72.62%). The proposed methods are perform or outperform previous methods and can be used as pooling methods in classification application.
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